Active and Passive Membrane Properties of Spinal Cord Neurons that Are Rhythmically Active during Swimming in Xenopus Embryos.
Cellular properties have been examined in ventrally located Xenopus spinal cord neurons that are rhythmically active during fictive swimming and presumed to be motoneurons. Resting potentials and input resistances of such neurons are - 75 +/- 2 mV (mean +/- standard error) and 118 +/- 17 M ohm respectively. Most cells fire a single impulse, 0.5 to 2.0 ms in duration and 48.5 +/- 1.8 mV in amplitude, in response to a depolarizing current step. A minority fire several spikes of diminishing amplitude to more strongly depolarizing current. Cells held above spike, threshold fire on rebound from brief hyperpolarizing pulses. Spikes are blocked by 0.1 to 1.0 microM tetrodotoxin (TTX) and are therefore Na+-dependent. Current/voltage (I/V) plots to injected current are approximately linear near the resting potential but become non-linear at more depolarized levels. Cells recorded in TTX with CsCI-filled microelectrodes show a linearized I/V plot at depolarized membrane potentials suggesting the normal presence of a voltage-dependent K+ conductance activated at relatively depolarized levels. Most cells recorded in this way but without TTX fire long trains of spikes of near constant amplitude, pointing to a role of the K+ conductance in limiting firing in normal cells. Spike blockage with TTX reveals, in some cells, a transient depolarizing Cd2+-sensitive and therefore presumably Ca2+-dependent potential that increases in amplitude with depolarization. Cells in TTX, Cd2+, and strychnine, and recorded with CsCI-filled microelectrodes to block active conductances respond to hyperpolarizing current steps with a two component exponential response. The cell time constant (tau0) obtained from the longer of these by exponential peeling is relatively long (mean 15.7 ms). These findings contribute to an increased understanding of the cellular properties involved in spinal rhythm generation in this simple vertebrate.